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Since its conception in , the multi-patented Offset Mastery Bridge remains the industry leader and most trusted
Offset bridge in the hands of touring musicians around the globe. Luthier designed, our original Offset bridge
eliminates the buzzing associated with previous saddle designs. All of our Offset bridge saddles are made of
solid brass and we plate them with a unique, self-lubricating hard chrome plating not found on any other guitar
bridge. Our hard chrome plating also protects the saddle from wear, preventing grooves formed in the saddle
over time, versus stainless steel and plain brass. All of our products are luthier-designed and precision
machined of the highest quality, non-corrosive materials in Minneapolis, MN. Not sure if this is the right
bridge for you? Check out our guide. Each individual bridge is inspected and tested before being shipped to
you, to ensure the best possible performance. Every part of our bridge is precision machined out of the highest
quality, non-corrosive materials to protect against any rust. Because we are currently such a small shop, the
Mastery Bridge is only available through this website and is not available through any other online retailer in
the USA. Please look over the descriptions of the various parts that go into the Mastery Bridge below.
Installation Guide Mastery Saddles The Mastery Bridge features a unique, patent issued two saddle design not
found on any previous guitar bridge. On the 52mm string spacing from E to E, four intonation-adjustment
screws are used instead of six, allowing the string to freely go from the saddle to the vibrato without any
chance of interference from the front of an intonation screw or back of a baseplate. Each saddle features two
drop-in swivels, permitting each of the individual intonation adjustment screws to work independently for
precise intonation. Instead of around 18 lbs. The saddles accommodate the heavy-gauge strings of Bass VI
model guitars and can be used on left-handed guitars as easily as right-handed. Adjustable The Mastery Bridge
features precisely curved adjustable saddles that allow you to effortlessly set-up to any common fingerboard
radius, from 7. Different climactic conditions can move the wood of your neck and not the frets, and
depending on how malleable your fretwire is it will move or not move with it, causing slight unevenness.
Heavy-handed players also like our adjustable saddle design because they can easily raise the bass side of the
strings slightly for hard-hitting. Adjustable radius bridge saddles like ours are important for slight tweaking on
first install and in the long run. Swivels Our patented two saddle design features two drop-in stainless steel
swivels in each saddle, allowing each intonation adjustment screw to work independently from each other. We
use a patented self-locking screw design for the socket head intonation screws that go into the swivels. Our
four intonation screw design allows the strings to go freely from the saddle to the vibrato without any chance
of interference from the front and back of an intonation screw or the back of a baseplate and makes intonation
adjustments easy while the strings are up to tension. Hard Chrome Plated Saddles Plain brass, plain steel and
plain stainless steel saddles eventually wear grooves into the saddle with vibrato use, which can cause muted
tones and string breakage. Plain brass is the softest of these materials and can begin to wear within hours of
vibrato use. The more surface area there is in a saddle groove, the more problems can arise later on. A steel
string on an unfinished saddle naturally generates heat with heavy vibrato use, and that heat will expand the
metal in your string and cause it to go out of tune. We use brass for our saddles, a softer, warmer-sounding
metal, but plate them with a unique hard chrome plating not found on any other guitar bridge. Hard chrome
plating is commonly used to reduce friction and heat, along with increased wear resistance in parts like piston
rings, firearms, airplane landing gear and bearing surfaces. It generates far less heat with vibrato use and your
strings stay better in tune. No other bridge manufacturer uses plating this durable. Our saddles will remain the
hardest surface on your guitar. This ensures your bridge will not change position during performance and
remain stable during string changes without any chance of misalignment. Like all other parts of the Mastery
Bridge, the posts and screws are stainless and will not corrode. Offset Baseplate Our patented designed
baseplate is CNC water-cut from a solid, stainless non-ferrous steel sheet. We then tumble them in a coarse
media to de-burr and break any sharp edges. The plate edges are then buffed on a wheel and hand straight-line
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sanded. After bending them to the specified profile, our logo and batch numbers are laser printed into the
metal. Our patented baseplate and saddle design prevents the string from making contact with the back end of
the baseplate and front and back of the intonation screw on Offset and Bigsby equipped guitars. Our M2
Mastery Bridge is the same bridge as our M1, but comes with an additional set of larger mounting posts
required for most Japanese made guitars. Get Your Offset Bridge.
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Author: Mark HortonWhat makes a bridge expert and why does he always come out on top compared to the average
club player? No, it's not the ability to execute esoteric squeezes and endplays - they simply don't come up enough to
account for the way the experts consistently win against weaker opposition.

Bridge Baron - See: Bride Baron Past Versions. Facebook - Bridge Baron on Facebook. Bridge Baron for
Android - Version 2. Released December 16, With this app, you can play some serious Bridge with your
Android phone or tablet. Blue Chip Bridge - See also: Blue Chip Bridge Ltd. The Intelligent Bridge Program.
The software program was developed by Mr. Ian Trackman and Mr. They are continuously improving and
updating the program. Their policy is to provide minor updates to registered users free of charge by email or at
nominal cost through the post. There are three main sections of Blue Chip Bridge, which include the program
itself, the bidding database and the Tutors. Bridge Is Cool - An interactive Internet site established and
presented in for younger players. The purpose of the site is to compete in bridge events just for Juniors, meet
people from other cultures and visit exciting parts of the world. National bridge organizations help fund many
of the worldwide competitions. The site has many things to offer such as instructions on how to learn and play
MiniBridge and Bridge. The member can also download software for private use and also download the issues
of The Grapevine, which is the Newsletter for members with pertinent information for the young bridge
player. The member can also count upon the advice of several of the leading bridge experts in the bridge
community. For additional information, please check out the following article in. From Novices to Advanced
Players. Both IBM and Mac versions. You can download a demo before purchase. The software includes an
online bridge tutorial. Bridge Base Online Download is required. Bridge Base Online represents an entirely
new concept in online bridge. It is a place where you can play bridge, study bridge, or talk about bridge with
your friends. Some AOL users have had trouble with this download. If, at the end of installation procedure,
you are asked to insert a 2nd disk, the download has not worked properly. This software offers a learning tool
that no bridge player can afford to be without such as access to every bid made and every card played in a
table field. Here in an easily-to-access database is information that was in the past only available to expert
players after a lifetime of competition: BRidgeBRowser has hands sorted by player, rating, date, hand shape,
and of course results. With this information you can literally become an expert. Bridge Buff - See also: Bridge
Buff plays a great game of Bridge. It is highly praised throughout the bridge community. It is perfect for all
levels of players, with Tutors for beginners and intermediates, and large numbers of conventions for more
advanced players. It features excellent auction stability. Bridge Buff uses Visual Deal to deal out thousands of
randomly generated deals, complete with auctions. There are three playing modes. In Practice mode, you have
full control over every element of the game, and you can redeal, rebid, replay, take back cards, peek, and cheat
as much as you want. In Match mode, you play a series of hands against a closed room opponent and can play
Teams, Pairs and Individual matches. Another Match option includes matchpoint estimates so you can
measure how well you are doing against both Strong and Weak fields. We have been in continuous operation
for since that time. During that time we have evolved a sophisticated online playing software system that
includes a Java Web based program. Bridge Dealer - Offered by Michael Lawrence, this is a software product
that will deal hands to your specifications and will help you decide on knotty bidding problems. There are
some fun and some informative things you can do with this program. For Dos or the Mac computer. The
Bridge Dealmaster - Company: Box , Agawam, MA Dealmaster, the perfect tool for organizing lesson
materials, generating deals, and printing just what you want. Dealmaster, the finest Deal Generator and
Simulator available. Super for creating hands for bidding and play practice and for convention analysis.
Dealmaster - a great Generator of random deals. English, Italien, French and German. Easy to setup and us.
Wide range of Tournaments. Bridge Master - Bridge Master for Windows released August 1, is the latest
edition of the highly acclaimed Bridge Master software. There is a DOS version and a Windows version. What
is Bridge Master. Bridge Master is a computer program for IBM compatible computers. Bridge Master for
Windows runs on Windows 3. Bridge Master is an educational program for improving your declarer play
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skills. The program presents you with a series of instructional deals to play. You are always declarer. The
deals that you play are not randomly dealt. They are carefully constructed excercises designed to illustrate an
important declarer play technique. If you take the correct line of play you will always make your contract. If
you make any mistake as declarer, the program will defend perfectly and defeat your contract. Each deal is
accompanied by an animated bridge movie that will explain the correct line of play as well as the thinking
process that leads to the solution. Bridge Master for Windows was released August 1, Bridge Master - The
first software product by Mr. It gives you hands and it watches you closely as you play. You choose the cards
you play and the computer decides if it likes your play. The computer does things like giving East the queen of
hearts the first time you play the hand and giving it to West if you try another, but incorrect line. Bridge
Master - The much improved version by Mr. Fred Gitelman of his software. Both Windows and DOS versions
are available. They are carefully constructed exercises designed to illustrate an important declarer play
technique. With this software you can start off with certain bridge conventions and then add you own bridge
conventions. The software also offers you several default Convention Charts, and you can make your own.
The player can play random hands, enter specific deals or arrange practice hands. This software only runs on
DOS and Windows. BridgePro - The game, BridgePro , is the most advanced, affordable contract rubber
bridge computer card game on the market today. It will realistically play bridge with the user as if there were
three other individuals sitting at the table. It is visually pleasing, simple to use, and reliable. By selecting the
proper level the player can gradually work toward the top level of play. The player can add one or several
conventions at a time. The programs will play on any Macintosh OS from 6. A display resolution of X or
larger is required. Bridgetrix Homepage - Presently Off Line. Neil Cohen, has produced a CD to demonstrate
certain aspects of the Game. You learn while Mr. Bobby Wolff acts as your Bridge Mentor. Instead of reading,
you listen and learn. The CD does not cost very much and a refund policy is offered. Brent Manley and Mr.
Alen Truscott, and their reviews have been favorable and positive.
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Chapter 3 : The Bridge World
The bidding advice is aimed at beginners or very low Intermediates. Theer is one hand where responder holds 4 spades
(with an honor) and 3 hearts (with an honor) and around 8 high card points.

Paperback The bidding advice is aimed at beginners or very low Intermediates. Theer is one hand where
responder holds 4 spades with an honor and 3 hearts with an honor and around 8 high card points. Opener bids
1 heart and you are asked what to respond. Maybe inexperienced players would respond 1 spade, but
experienced ones not the same as good players would respond 2 hearts. The book tells you to support pard.
Thats fine for a book for less experienced players. But its a waste of paper for more experienced players.
There is a section on into to cue bidding. Maybe you think this book is for less expereinced players? Then try
looking at the hands! There are a lot of good hands, aimed at Intermediate level players, not low Intermedaite
ones. They show how hands are misplayed. There are also a number of Squeeze hands. Some of the hands
involve thinking about what can go wrong, such as a trump break. Then there is one hand that shows how to
try for an extra chance with a 0. It involves playing for a miricle lie of the cards. The hands are on a variety of
topics they are all over the place , and this is not really conducive to learning. There were a couple of hands I
did not agree with either. This ruins it, and forces you to cover up teh defenders hands, which are not always
EW, it varies. Its NOT a bad book. I liked the hands. I thought the bidding section a waste of paper. The fact
that all 4 hands are exposed was pretty annoying. While there is "something for everyone" I would much
rather read a book taht is more focused. Maybe I should rate it a 4. But I was disappointed with it and am
returning it.
Chapter 4 : Online Bridge - Bridge on the Computer
Buy Bridge Master Versus Bridge Amateur by Mark Horton on Bridge Winners eBook Store. Why aren't you an expert
bridge player? What makes a bridge expert, and why does he or she.

Chapter 5 : BridgemasterÂ® Mixer - McNeilus
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 6 : is party bridge the same as rubber bridge? - Board & Card Games Stack Exchange
Free Shipping. Buy Bridge Master Versus Bridge Amateur at calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 7 : Masterpoints Versus IMPs
Mark Horton. Mark Horton (born ) is a British author, journalist and expert on bridge, as well as a former lawyer and
chess champion. He was editor of Bridge Magazine from and is now the owner and editor of A New Bridge Magazine as
well as being Chief Editor to the World Bridge Federation and the European Bridge League.

Chapter 8 : Guitar Bridges | Guitar Parts + Luthier Supplies in MN | Mastery Bridge
A study of the concepts in this book will take the reader a long way from amateur status towards actually becoming an
expert player. Tags: download, mark horton, ebook, epub, bridge master versus bridge amateur.

Chapter 9 : Dslr or Bridge camera for birdwatching? | Amateur Photographer
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What makes a bridge expert and why does he always come out on top compared to the average club player? No, it's not
the ability to execute esoteric squeezes and endplays - they simply don't come up enough to account for the way the
experts consistently win against weaker opposition.
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